
TABS and AxelaRx Join
Forces to Support
European Life Sciences
Companies in their
Journey to and Within
the United States 
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Often European Life Science
companies cherish a dream to
expand, start or do business in
the United States where there
are plenty of opportunities for
their business to grow.
Exploiting these opportunities,
however, can be difficult and
presents many challenges to
entrepreneurs that are new to
the U.S. market. Companies are
faced with a multitude of
obstacles, first and foremost
dealing with the complex local
and federal legislation.
 
This new partnership between
TABS and AxelaRx focuses on
transforming these challenges
into new successes by
combining both areas of
expertise. TABS has over 10
years of experience in helping
European companies with a soft
landing in the U.S., focused on  

Find out more on:
www.axelarx.com
www.tabsinc.com



administrative and compliance matters. Included in their portfolio of
clients are many Life Science & Health companies. AxelaRx supports
Life Sciences ventures with all necessary services to set up, accelerate
or do business overseas through its extensive US and EU network and
years of expertise in the Life Sciences Industry.
 
With TABS being part of the AxelaRx network, AxelaRx is able to offer
its members a reliable partner for back office support in the United
States. All members that are part of the AxelaRx community and new
to TABS are offered unique discounts to the fixed fee incorporation
services TABS’ has to offer. You can join AxelaRx here.
 
Want to learn more about how we can help you start, accelerate or do
business in the United States? Contact us at: info@axelarx.com or
info@tabsinc.com.

As a trusted and proven partner
to hundreds of European
businesses of all sizes, TABS
draws on decades of knowledge
and first-hand experience in
establishing businesses in the
U.S.. TABS provides backend
services including incorporation,
compliance, FDA registrations,
HR and payroll, bookkeeping,
address & mail handling, phone
handling services.

AxelaRx is a full service venture
accelerator. The company is
founded on the belief that efforts
of Life Sciences ventures should
know no boundaries. Through its
membership and accelerator
program, AxelaRx provides life
sciences ventures with the ability
to set up, accelerate and do
business in the United States.
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